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WHEN TIME BEARS FRUIT
2021 CAMPAIGN
Summer 2021 was set to be a big one for
Bulmers, our When Time Bears Fruit
Campaign was going live in June and the
hope that Covid19 restrictions were finally
going to ease created a sense of
anticipation and excitement for
consumers.
We knew our campaign would carry huge
relevance with our audience, after so
much time spent apart, this really would
be the summer when time was going to
bear fruit for them. But with media set for
a go-live in June we didn’t want to miss
the opportunity of talking to our audience
when days were getting warmer in May,
perfect Bulmers weather.
And so, the Bulmers Secret Orchard
Glamping Experience was born.

WHY GLAMPING?
Music and Festivals have always been an important
part of Bulmers engagement strategy with our target
audience of 25 – 35 year olds.
Pre-Covid, the popularity of festivals was rising rapidly
with 1 in 3 Irish people attending a festival in 2019.
This figure is even higher for our target audience, the
generation who defined the ‘experience economy’.
With festivals set to be cancelled again (due to covid
compliance) and after almost 18 months of life being
put on hold, we knew that a once in a life-time
boutique experience like this would carry huge
relevance with our target audience.
What better way to celebrate the heritage and
authenticity of our product than to create an
experience within the Bulmers Orchard – the
opportunity for content creation and UGC was
immense.

OUR OBJECTIVE
Single Minded Objective:

Engage and excite
consumers to enter the
Bulmers Secret Orchard
Glamping Competition,
because time together is
When Time Bears Fruit.

LAUNCHING THE GLAMPING COMPETITION

In April 2021, we launched the
Bulmers Secret Orchard
Competition on social to drive
people to enter in-store.
It all started by getting
consumers excited about the
opportunity to spend a night
glamping with friends in the
Bulmers Orchard in Clonmel.
A truly boutique, personalized
and magical experience to drive
relevance with our audience.
But building trust was key. This
would be a responsibly crafted
experience, in-line with Covid
19 restrictions. Crowds were
never communicated. Our prize
pools would be awarded to
‘pods’ of friends and the total
number of attendees on each
night was set to 50.

Digital Path to Purchase
A Fully Integrated Approach
Seamless Integration of the competition across channels was key.
This made the entry experience stress free for the consumer and removed any potential barriers to entry.
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In-Store Activation:
2 Pronged Approach
Excitement and awareness created on
radio and social drove consumers, via
the Call To Action, to enter in-store.
When in-store, shoppers were asked to
scan the QR code at shelf, after which
they completed a short entry form
online.
The seamless and simple mechanic
drove rate of sale, collected first party
data and was designed to be
completed within a short dwell time at
shelf (due Covid19 restrictions).

The Results

Exceeded the
competition entry
KPI by +30%

In-Store screens
resulted in 965,000
impressions,
reaching 365,000
consumers

Social Media
campaign
generated over
6m impressions with
a reach of 1.2m

Incredible 3-night
event in the Bulmers
Orchard with lots of
user generated
content created

Top Tip!
making the
entry
experience
stress free for
the consumer –
removing any
barriers to
entry

